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Building Safer Communities  
Program Overview

Two competitive streams of funding are available:

• Stream 1: Creating Safer Places
• Stream 2: Crime Prevention Innovation Fund

Applications close: 4pm Monday 15 March 2021

Only one application per organisation, per stream should be submitted 
and will be considered.
Late applications cannot be submitted or considered.

Partnerships are strongly encouraged.
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Building Safer Communities 
Program Overview

Grant objectives
To support urban design projects that apply an inclusive environmental design approach to deter 
crime, increase safety and activate public places.

Creating Safer Places funding aims to:
• help prevent crime and improve safety and community perceptions of safety
• encourage the legitimate use of public places by increasing amenity and encouraging a positive 

sense of ownership of the space
• assist a diverse range of community members to feel safer and become more engaged in their 

community
• encourage the development of local partnerships to understand and address local crime 

prevention issues.

Funding available $25,000 - $300,000

Applications open to Victoria councils only

Stream 1 – Creating Safer Places
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Building Safer Communities 
Program Overview

Grant objectives
The Crime Prevention Innovation Fund aims to support projects that:
• test new approaches to addressing crime and community safety issues that are evidence based 

and reflect promising practice
• actively build capability within the community to understand and address crime and community 

safety issues
• contribute to the evidence base of effective crime prevention practice.

Applicants should clearly identify the need and likely benefit of their proposed initiative, using 
evidence.

Funding available $25,000 - $300,000

Applications are open to Victorian councils and not-for-profit organisations that are a legal entity. 
Research bodies and commercial entities (such as consultancies, universities or social enterprises) 
can also apply but must partner with a council or community organisation on their application.

Stream 2 – Crime Prevention Innovation Fund
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How to design an 
effective crime 
prevention project
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How to design an effective crime prevention project

• It is important to use a problem solving approach to your project by developing A Theory of 
Change (TOC)

• A TOC explains why your project will work to solve the problem you have identified. 

• A TOC will strengthen your application by showing your project has: a clear purpose, shared 
agreement on objectives, is evidence-informed and how impacts or outcomes will be 
measured.

• How to develop a TOC – a fact sheet in the resources section on the website explains how to 
build a TOC

• There are some elements a strong TOC should include these are: 

Using a Theory of Change (TOC)
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What is
problem or
context

What is the 
Evidence is 
around that

What 
activities or 
outputs are 
required

What is 
outcome are 
you seeking?

What 
assumptions
are in place

How will you 
measure
outcomes



How to design an effective crime prevention project
•Think about the crime prevention problem that you have and what you think is needed to 

solve it.

•Developing a Theory of Change is a useful tool to do this. 
Demonstrating a strong  theory of change will strengthen your grant application because it will show that 
you have thought carefully about the design of your project and that it has some essential features, 
including: 

1. A clear purpose or objective to your project;
2. Shared agreement on the objectives by all stakeholders and partners to the project;
3. That your project is informed by evidence;
4. That you have a plan for how outcomes or impact will be measured (you know what success looks 

like).

•Developing a TOC may require consultation and research. 
Essentially it starts with thinking about the problem that you have and asking a series of questions in 
relation to six elements as listed on the previous slide. 

• It is important to think about evaluation as part of the design process.  
Evaluation for the purposes of the grants program is about building the evidence base and sharing what we 
learn, particularly in the innovation stream, about crime prevention and what works.  For larger projects a 
component may be used for external evaluators. You can also think about whether project partners may 
have the skills & funding experience to evaluate your project, particularly if they are from a university or 
research organisation. 
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How to write a quality application
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Read the guidelines & the relevant material on the website

The guidelines contain essential information such as:

• Program objectives
• Eligibility criteria  - both general and specific to each stream
• Selection Criteria 
• When we plan to notify you of the outcome of your application – and -
• What you can expect if you are approved for funding 

Other documents to help you prepare a quality application include: 
• Frequently Asked Questions document
• Factsheets on a range of relevant topics 
• Information on how to engage with Victorian Police and to obtain data from the Crime 

Statistics Agency
• Featured projects/case studies

We look for how you have used this information and other evidence of good practice when 
we score your application. 



How to write a quality application
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Use your time wisely

Applications close 4pm sharp on 15 March. 
• Read the guidelines closely first and check your project will be eligible. 

• Read the application form and list all the extra evidence you need to provide to support your application. 
Request any evidence you don’t have straight away.

• Use the information you have to start drafting your application and then refine it when you have the 
additional evidence you need.

• Use the selection criteria in the guidelines to help you prioritise information and where you spend your time.

• Don’t waste your time preparing more than one application.

• Aim to have your application submitted by lunch time, in case you experience technical difficulties. 



How to write a quality application
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• The government is keen to direct investment to where it is needed most therefore demonstrating the crime 
related need your project will address is very important. 

• The general assessment considerations also emphasise the importance of demonstrating the impact of the 
crime prevention issue on the community as well as the broader crime and safety needs of the target 
community.

• Use a theory of change approach in planning your project to link the problem to the solution and to 
demonstrate why you think your project will be effective. 

Don’t present a solution without a problem



How to write a quality application
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Use Evidence

The program guidelines contain a section on using evidence to support your application

Provide evidence with your application to help explain:
-the need for your project
-what your project will do and deliver
-why you think the project will be a success
-who your partners are and what role they will play in supporting your project  

The guidelines also list examples of the evidence you can provide.

Think creatively about the information you can use to tell the story – there is a wide variety of 
evidence you can use. 

Include a letter of support from each partner that clearly states how they will support your project. 

If you rely on evidence in long reports – make sure the relevant information is easy for us to find so 
important details don’t get lost. 



How to write a quality application
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Check your application

• Get someone else to read your application so they can identify any bits that aren’t 
clear or to spot any inconsistencies (eg budget, timing or deliverables).

• Make sure deliverables are clear and objectives are specific and achievable. 

• Check you have attached all evidence to support your application.

• Delete any unnecessary or repeated information.

• Once your application is submitted, it cannot be altered or amended.

• There is also a review step before you can submit your application and this can take a 
few minutes before you can submit.

• Aim to have your application submitted by lunch time on 15 March. 



How to write a quality 
application

Where can I get help?

Visit our website: 
https://www.crimeprevention.vic.gov.au/in
dex.php/buildingsafercommunities

Contact our call centre on:
1300 221 249

Email us: 
communitycrimeprevention@justice.vic.gov.au

For technical issues when 
applying online, email:
service@smartygrants.com.au
or phone (03) 9320 6888
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Urban design for 
crime prevention 
(stream 1)
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Urban design is the practice of shaping the built 
environment to improve the liveability of cities and towns.

When a place is designed well, it provides social, cultural, 
economic and environmental benefits including increased 
civic engagement and greater resiliency.

Urban design is important for crime prevention because 
poorly designed and managed places can create 
opportunities for crime and make people feel unsafe. 

Poor design and management are not the only risk factor 
for crime. Crime is the result of a complex interplay of social 
and environmental factors that cannot simply be ‘designed 
out’. 

A holistic approach focuses on promoting liveability and 
participation in community not just as a direct means of 
preventing crime, but as a means for individuals to achieve 
greater personal satisfaction and quality of life.

Good urban design should also address the accessibility 
and sustainability of the site and include consideration of 
the ongoing engagement, activation and management that 
is necessary to ensure a safe, welcoming and inclusive 
community space.

https://www.crimeprevention.vic.gov.au/resources/urban-design-and-crime/fact-sheet-applying-a-placemaking-approach


Urban design – a holistic approach

Design principles which help make 
public environments safer include: 
• Visibility and natural surveillance 

– places where activities can be 
easily seen deter potential 
offenders 

• Access, movement and sightlines 
– crime is less likely to occur in 
places where there are clear, well 
defined routes and people can 
easily enter and leave 

Infrastructure design
• Activity – maximising the use of 

public places by a mix of people 
encourages social interaction and 
cohesion, increases visibility and 
surveillance by passers-by and 
reduces the risk of crime 

• Ownership – places that generate a 
sense of ownership among users 
discourage crime. This is best 
achieved by creating partnerships 
within the community and 
coordinating shared activities and 
programs 

• Maintenance – public places that are 
well managed and maintained 
generally feel safer and encourage 
people to use them. This in turn 
encourages activity and natural 
surveillance 

Management/activation
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CO-DESIGN – designers and planners should 
engage meaningfully with future or current 
users in a way that takes into account gender, 
sexuality, ability, age, race and other 
considerations that may affect an individual or 
group’s use of a space and how safe they feel. 

9 February 2021



Good urban design elements
What does this look like?
• Ambient lighting that provides clear lines of sight and avoids creating dark pockets or high 

contrasts between light and dark areas.

• Artistic or interactive lighting, that creates interest and attracts visitors including projections, 
glowing street furniture, use of colour etc.

• Fun activation elements that make the site a destination for social interaction and lingering.

• Sustainable or ‘green’ elements which provide opportunities to interact with and appreciate nature
eg. green walls, water play.

• Programmatic elements which allow the space to be shared by a mix of different users, generating 
a sense of ownership and increasing social cohesion.

• Murals or artistic elements that challenge the senses and create a focal point for visitors of diverse 
ages and abilities.

• The use of ‘smart’ technology to encourage interaction or multiple uses of a space such as wifi, 
recharging points, solar or piezo-electric power generation etc.

• Re-purposing existing spaces into inviting, accessible spaces that meet the current needs of the 
community eg. parklets, pop-ups

• Good access and ease of movement across the space with multiple entry/exit points
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This project is Kings Cross in London. It uses: 
• ambient lighting
• artistic and fun elements (musical) 
• a previously disused space 
• encourages lingering & social interaction 
• clear sightlines and movement through the space
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Urban design for crime prevention (stream 1)
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Urban design for crime prevention (stream 1)
This project is a Sweden waterfront
• not floodlit
• clear sightlines
• artistic projections
• encourages lingering



This project is in Zurich. 
• Green elements (anti-graffiti)
• Natural elements don’t obstruct views. 9 February 2021 20

Urban design for crime 
prevention 
(Stream 1)



Urban design for crime prevention (stream 1)
This project is in Gosford
• Simple use of low-cost technologies, 
• Glow paint footpath 
• Wayfinding
• Point of interest
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Urban design for crime prevention (Stream 1)
This project is Tom Hanafan River’s Edge Park in Iowa
• Interactive lighting/games
• Multi use space
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Urban Design for Crime Prevention 
(Stream 1)
This project is Montreal, Canada
• Murals
• Public are that encourages interaction
• Augmented virtual reality combined with murals
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Urban design for crime 
prevention (Stream 1)

These projects are in Perth (below) & San Francisco
• Re-purposing existing space to meet a current 

need
• Natural elements
• Art
• Lighting
• Creating opportunities for social interaction
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These innovative projects are in Hurstville Sydney. 
Prototypes designed through a partnership with 
UNSW, the University of Sydney, Georges River 
Council and Street Furniture Australia. 
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• Recharging stations

• Drinking water

• Lighting 

• Shelter

• Wifi – encourages 
multi-use of space

• In-built sensors provide 
Council with data on 
microclimate and use, 
for planning and 
maintenance.



Innovation Fund Objectives

Test new 
approaches to 

addressing 
crime and 

community 
safety issues 

that are 
evidence 

based and 
reflect 

promising 
practice

Actively build 
capability 
within the 

community to 
understand 
and address 

crime and 
community 

safety issues

Contribute to 
the evidence 

base of 
effective crime 

prevention 
practice
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Stream 2 partnerships
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Local 
Council 
or NFP 

org 

Consultant

Research body
University

Social 
enterprise

Sporting 
body

Government 
agency or 

dept

Commercial 
entity

Service 
provider

Stream 2
application
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Q & A session
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Thank you
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